EU Needs Swift Progress to End Overfishing by 2020 Deadline
Report shows many stocks still not being fished at sustainable levels

Overview
In 2013, decision makers in the European Union agreed to far-reaching reforms to their Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) and set overarching goals for restoring fish stocks in EU waters. The new CFP included a legally binding commitment to end overfishing by 2015 where possible, and by 2020 at the latest, so that stock biomass—the total weight of a fish population—can be restored and maintained above sustainable levels.

Taking Stock, a new report commissioned by The Pew Charitable Trusts and conducted by fisheries consultancy Poseidon Aquatic Resource Management Ltd., assesses progress toward these goals since the CFP took effect at the start of 2014, and concludes that the EU and its member states need to accelerate efforts to end overfishing in order to meet the looming 2020 deadline. Doing so would allow fish stocks to recover and increase the long-term social and economic benefits from EU fisheries.

Overfishing should be a thing of the past
In the decades leading up to the CFP reform, overfishing had left many fish stocks in EU waters exploited unsustainably and, in some cases, vulnerable to collapse. The fishing industry often suffered from lower yields and lower profits than would have been possible with more effective fisheries management. This is not a problem unique to Europe: In 2017, the World Bank estimated that better management of global fisheries would unlock $83 billion in additional revenue worldwide. That study reiterated other research indicating that sustainable fisheries are good not just for the marine environment but for the bottom lines of fishing businesses and coastal communities as well.
Given the CFP deadline to end overfishing in Europe where possible by 2015, the task should be all but completed—with only the most difficult cases remaining on a progressive and incremental path to sustainable fishing levels.³ Instead, official data released annually by the EU Commission consistently show an alarming proportion of fishing limits still being set too high, and too many stocks yet to recover.⁴

Report assesses progress made by the EU to end overfishing and rebuild fish stocks

The Poseidon report analyses the data on fishing limits and biomass over five years, starting in 2013, as the CFP reforms were being finalised and then implemented. The research assesses how successfully the EU has put the reforms in place and whether decision makers are on course to meet the CFP deadlines.

The critical questions asked were:

- To what extent is scientific advice being followed in setting fishing limits?
- To what extent are fish stocks at the biomass levels required by the CFP?

The EU Commission, the executive arm of the EU, reports on some of these trends but so far has not put all of the information in one place. Important elements are often omitted as well, such as assessments of the extent to which decisions made by the Council of the EU, made up of fisheries ministers from each of the 28 member states, match scientific advice, or the state of stock biomass compared to the CFP’s maximum sustainable yield (MSY) measure of biomass. MSY refers to the largest average yield, or catch, that can theoretically be taken from a stock without having an impact on the long-term stability of the population.

Methodology

The Poseidon researchers used multiple data sources, looking at stocks in the Baltic Sea, the North Sea and the EU’s western waters. They compared official scientific advice on fishing limits for each stock with the limits actually set by fisheries ministers in their Council meetings each year.

Analysts examined the official data on stock biomass for each year against several benchmarks of the biomass levels that can produce the maximum sustainable yield (MSY), the objective of the CFP. Looking at the data on these parameters over five years, the researchers draw conclusions about how much progress has been made, and how much remains to be made by 2020.
Key findings

The trends identified in the report demonstrate some improvements in terms of reducing the levels of overfishing, changes consistent with official EU data. However, the report also notes that significant levels of overfishing persist because decision makers continue to set fishing limits too high, and it indicates that current developments do not put the EU on track to end overfishing by the 2020 deadline—unless significant changes are made in the next three years.

The conclusions on the growth of stock biomass paint a similar picture. Stock biomass is generally increasing, but recovery is nowhere near fast enough. Few stocks have been clearly identified as having recovered above the biomass level that can achieve MSY. Meanwhile, the broader picture is clouded by a lack of data or clear benchmarks for this key CFP aim.

Pew analysis of data: Insufficient progress toward ending overfishing

The report found that the Council of the EU set 55 percent of fishing limits higher than scientific advice for 2017, down slightly from 58 percent in 2014. The overall trend since 2013 in these percentages broadly matches the findings of the Commission’s official reporting, which uses a smaller data set. The trend is clear: Each year, fisheries ministers meeting in Council still set more than half of limits too high. That makes meeting the 2020 deadline more difficult with each passing year.

Figure 1

Majority of EU Catch Limits Still Set Above Scientific Advice, 2013–17

Faster change needed to meet 2020 deadline

Note: Each year, the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES), an international scientific organisation, provides advice on the highest level of catch for each stock that would ensure its sustainable exploitation. Since reaching agreement on the CFP in 2013, however, fisheries ministers have consistently set a majority of fishing limits—referred to as the total allowable catch (TAC)—at levels above the ICES advice.
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With such slow improvement, the CFP goal could soon be out of reach

If ministers continue to set limits above scientific advice, at current rates as many as half of stocks could still be overfished in 2020, contravening EU law. Alternatively, ministers could decide to make a last-minute and, by necessity, large-scale shift to following the scientific advice for all stocks as the deadline approaches. To avoid that type of disruptive approach, ministers should take the progressive, incremental steps needed now, so they can meet the 2020 deadline that they committed to as part of the CFP reform.

**Figure 2**

**Current Trends in Catch Limits as 2020 Approaches**

Analysis shows little chance of meeting CFP goals without significant changes

Note: The dotted lines show trends in Council decisions on fishing limits seen over the past five years and extrapolate out to 2020 if current trends continue.
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**Stock recovery a long way from meeting CFP aims**

Official sources include assessments of stock biomass in their reports but provide little data on how well stocks are faring against the CFP objective to bring them above the biomass levels capable of producing maximum sustainable yield. Less than 10 percent of EU fish stocks examined in the report have official scientific estimates of the levels of biomass relative to CFP objectives. In the absence of such public information, researchers looked at other benchmarks, known as reference points, that EU fisheries managers use to evaluate progress against CFP objectives—and which in most cases are less ambitious than the MSY benchmark.

Reference points generally define the limits, targets or boundaries of fishing levels or biomass that are consistent with particular management objectives. Regardless of how MSY is measured, whether using lower, middle or higher estimates, the numbers show some progress in increasing stock biomass. Still, a significant proportion of stocks (24 to 56 percent, depending on the benchmark) have not yet been rebuilt above levels capable of producing MSY.
Limited Transparency Hinders Efforts to Measure Progress

Major omissions in the EU fisheries data made publicly available by the European Commission—and the lack of transparency in the Commission and Council process that sets fishing limits—make it difficult to draw conclusions on the progress made to implement the CFP.

For example, in many instances, the researchers could not simply compare scientific advice against the fishing limits because of mismatches between the parameters or data sets used by the Council to make decisions and the Commission to report on progress.

Communications from the Commission and member state governments often present a variety of different measures of progress, for example presenting stocks as being “in line with” MSY, or describing them as “sustainably managed”—without specifics on the measures used or a clear picture of stock recovery against the MSY objective. More clearly presented official data on progress toward implementing the CFP would help everyone understand decisions—and better hold decision makers to account.

Figure 3
3 Potential Benchmarks Provide Different Takes on EU Progress
In each, many stocks still not at the required levels

Note: With insufficient official data, the report estimates the biomass levels capable of producing MSY using lower, middle and higher benchmarks. MSY $B_{\text{trigger}}$ is the typical benchmark currently used, but it may not accurately reflect the level of biomass needed to reach the CFP objectives. The other two are multiples of the biomass levels currently used as benchmarks and provide potential alternative proxies for MSY.
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More clearly presented official data on progress toward implementing the CFP would help everyone understand decisions—and better hold decision makers to account.

A way forward

EU decision makers have limited time to meet the objectives set in the CFP by 2020. Doing so will require cooperation and constructive efforts from all key players. Based on the report’s findings, Pew recommends several essential steps:

- Fisheries ministers must consistently set science-based catch limits in order to make much faster progress in the effort to end overfishing by the CFP deadline. Decisions taken by the Council of the EU over the next three years will determine how quickly Europe will achieve the environmental, social and economic benefits that come from sustainably managed fisheries.

- Because ministers too often have not followed through on the clear commitments to meet the deadlines in EU law, the EU Commission and members of the European Parliament can play crucial roles in holding ministers to account.

- The transparency of decision making on EU fisheries management should be greatly improved, for the benefit of the fishing industry and the public. Official reporting on progress toward CFP goals should provide a clear, consistent picture of the extent to which fishing mortality meets the law’s requirements as well as of the number of stocks that have not yet recovered above the required biomass levels. The public cannot understand progress or hold decision makers accountable if the information used to justify policies remains secret.

- New tools in the CFP that focus on long-term fishery sustainability must be used to achieve the policy’s ultimate objectives. For example, well-crafted multi-annual plans (MAPs) for fish stocks are essential, although some previous proposals have already been watered down. The EU needs MAPs that deliver the CFP objectives by keeping fishing within the MSY limit for all stocks.

Conclusion

The Taking Stock report paints a mixed picture of progress toward delivering the CFP’s objectives. Fisheries ministers are still setting too many fishing limits above the scientific advice, which is likely to hamper the rebuilding of stocks to the required levels. To make matters worse, insufficient data are made publicly available on the state of stocks measured against the CFP benchmark.

Clearly, much progress remains to be made. EU decision makers need to make significant and rapid improvements when setting fishing limits if the CFP’s ambition of ending overfishing by 2020 is to be achieved.
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